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Volume 5: Matteo Dagradi, Donovon Flippo, Jason James, Aaron Williamson
Volume 6: Jake Farmer, Nick Boling, Travis Taylor, Mark Rupprecht

Rob Cantrall

Rob Cantrall was one of the Pacific Northwest’s earliest Proud Boy converts, as the
hate group’s brand seemed a precise fit for his already well-established penchant
for violent harassment. Some of Joey Gibson’s earliest Portland-area far-right
events were called “Antifa-Watch,” and typically involved Gibson calling upon his
followers to descend upon leftist or even progressive demonstrations and interrupt
them with harassment. Some of his followers, including Cantrall, added to Gibson’s
directives by threatening demonstrators with violence. Footage from a May 13,
2017 anti-police-brutality event in downtown Portland shows Cantrall– attending
Joey Gibson’s counter-protest– repeatedly attempting to fight or attack
demonstrators. Even Gibson’s own violent followers such as David Fry (who would
soon defect from Patriot Prayer in response to their violence) appeared
uncomfortable.
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making threats to burn down a leftist book store in Berkeley, CA. Also present with
Cantrall when he made these threats were Bay Area far-right activists Jourdin and
Alexandria Davis.

Proud Boy Rob Cantrall threatens to burn down a bookstore.

After threatening to burn down a bookstore, Proud Boy Rob Cantrall boasts about
having taken part in previous fascist rallies wherein Nazis assaulted activists. On
April 15th, 2017 Joey Gibson also was in Berkeley and fought alongside neo-Nazis
from the Rise Above Movement.
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Gilmore has attended at least three of Joey Gibson’s hate rallies. Most notably, on
April 29, 2017 Gilmore marched through the Montavilla neighborhood of Portland
along with racist murderer Jeremy Christian.

Apart from occasionally attending hate rallies Gilmore evidently does very little to
advance the cause of “western chauvinism” beyond posting bland Trump memes to
Facebook and Twitter.

Around May 5th 2017, Gilmore avowed white nationalist talking points in a
Facebook live video, stating his position as a “proud western chauvinist” who will
“never apologize for creating the modern world.” The date of the video is significant
in that it coincides with another of white nationalist Milo Yiannopoulos’ failed
spectacles; the kick off of his return to touring, uncleverly dubbed “Cinco de Milo,”
after the revelation of Yiannopolous’ enthusiasm for pedophilia, and his subsequent
disgrace. In the brief video Gilmore wishes his viewers a “happy Cinco de Milo”
between fascistic pronouncements.
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Gilmore is seen with fellow Proud Boy Cameron Heugly (far left) at Joey Gibson’s
September 10, 2017 rally, which was supposed to be in Portland, but was relocated
to Vancouver at the last second due to massive community opposition in Portland.
The Vancouver rally also faced heavy opposition from local anti-fascist activists.




































